
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA

Alexandria Division

SSS ENTERPRISES, INC. )
t/a FRANCONIA INTERNATIONAL )
SHELL )
6117 Franconia Road )
Alexandria, Virginia 22310 )

)
MISHBA, INC. )
formerly t/a Landmark Shell )
6286 Little River Turnpike )
Alexandria, Virginia 22312 )

)
SYED A. ALI )
6117 Franconia Road )
Alexandria, Virginia 22310 )

)
WILFORD R. BOWES )
FAIRLINGTON TEXACO, INC. )
t/a Shirlington Shell )
2817 South Quincy Street )
Arlington, Virginia 22206 ) Case No. 1:11cv1134

) CMH/JFA
O&MK, INC. )
t/a K Shell Foodmart )
4060 S. Four Mile Run Drive )
Arlington, Virginia 22206 )

)
HILY, INC. )
t/a Mt. Vernon Shell )
8500 Richmond Highway )
Alexandria, Virginia 22309 )

)
GLOBAL TRADING NETWORK, LTD. )
t/a Hemkund Exxon )
4746 Lee Highway )
Arlington, Virginia 22207 )

)
GLOBAL TRADING NETWORK, LTD. )
t/a Broad Exxon )
400 W. Broad Street )
Falls Church, Virginia 22046 )

)
NORTHERN VIRGINIA OIL )
COMPANY, INC. )
t/a Edsall Park Exxon )
6550 Edsall Road )
Alexandria, Virginia 22312 )
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)
FRANCONIA SQUARE, LLC )
t/a Franconia Shell )
6136 Franconia Road )
Alexandria, Virginia 22310 )

)
6948 KING, LLC )
t/a Hayfield Exxon )
6948 S. Kings Highway )
Alexandria, Virginia 22310 )

)
AHZ OF CHANTILLY, INC. )
t/a Briar Oaks Exxon )
12306 Lee Jackson Highway )
Fairfax, Virginia 22033 )

)
BANK SOIL, INC. )
t/a Vienna Exxon )
195 Maple Ave. East )
Vienna, Virginia 22180 )

)
PS & AS, INC. )
t/a Seminary Plaza Exxon )
4550 Kenmore Ave. )
Alexandria, Virginia 22304 )

)
ARLINGTON HILLCREST, INC. )
t/a Arlington Exxon )
4035 Old Dominion Drive )
Arlington, Virginia 22207 )

)
JEAWAN, INC. )
t/a Pinecrest Exxon )
6566 Little River Turnpike )
Alexandria, Virginia 22312 )

)
VAN DORN AUTO SERVICE, INC. )
t/a Van Dorn Exxon )
501 South Van Dorn Street )
Alexandria, Virginia 22304 )

)
PRIME AUTO, INC. )
t/a Woodlawn Shell )
8851 Richmond Highway )
Alexandria, Virginia 22309 )

)
METROIL, INC. )
t/a Watergate Exxon )
2708 Virginia Ave., N.W. )
Washington, D.C. 20037 )
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)
GEORGETOWN-WISCONSIN, INC. )
t/a Georgetown Exxon )
1601 Wisconsin Ave., N.W. )
Washington, D.C. 20007 )

)
)

FLORIDA AVE, INC. )
t/a Florida Ave. Exxon )
1 Florida Ave., N.E. )
Washington, D.C. 20002 )

)
D.C. OIL, INC. )
t/a DC Oil Exxon )
2150 M Street, N.W. )
Washington, D.C. 20037 )

)
N&B COMPANY, LLC )
t/a Cleveland Park Exxon )
3535 Connecticut Ave., N.W. )
Washington, D.C. 20008 )

)
AHMAD & AHMAD ENTERPRISES, INC. )
t/a East Capitol Exxon )
4501 Benning Road, N.E. )
Washington, D.C. 20019 )

)
TICUT CORPORATION )
t/a Connecticut Exxon )
5030 Connecticut Ave., N.W. )
Washington 20008 )

)
v. )

)
NOVA PETROLEUM REALTY, LLC )
6820-B Commercial Drive )
Springfield, Virginia 22151 )

)
SERVE REGISTERED AGENT: )
CT CORPORATION SYSTEM )
4701 Cox Road )
Suite 301 )
Glen Allen, Virginia 23060 )

)
NOVA PETROLEUM REALTY, INC. )
6820-B Commercial Drive )
Springfield, Virginia 22151 )

)
SERVE REGISTERED AGENT: )
CT CORPORATION SYSTEM )
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4701 Cox Road )
Suite 301 )
Glen Allen, Virginia 23060 )

)
NOVA PETROLEUM SUPPLIERS, LLC )
6820-B Commercial Drive )
Springfield, Virginia 22151 )

)
SERVE REGISTERED AGENT: )
CT CORPORATION SYSTEM )
4701 Cox Road )
Suite 301 )
Glen Allen, Virginia 23060 )

)
NOVA PETROLEUM SUPPLIERS, INC. )
6820-B Commercial Drive )
Springfield, Virginia 22151 )

)
SERVE REGISTERED AGENT: )
CT CORPORATION SYSTEM )
4701 Cox Road )
Suite 301 )
Glen Allen, Virginia 23060 )

)
BURKE PETROLEUM REALTY, LLC )
6820-B Commercial Drive )
Springfield, Virginia 22151 )

)
SERVE REGISTERED AGENT: )
CT CORPORATION SYSTEM )
4701 Cox Road )
Suite 301 )
Glen Allen, Virginia 23060 )

)
MOUNT VERNON PETROLEUM REALTY, )
LLC )
6820-B Commercial Drive )
Springfield, Virginia 22151 )

)
SERVE REGISTERED AGENT: )
CT CORPORATION SYSTEM )
4701 Cox Road )
Suite 301 )
Glen Allen, Virginia 23060 )

)
CAPITOL PETROLEUM GROUP, LLC )
6820-B Commercial Drive )
Springfield, Virginia 22151 )
SERVE REGISTERED AGENT: )
CT CORPORATION SYSTEM )
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4701 Cox Road )
Suite 301 )
Glen Allen, Virginia 23060 )

)
ANACOSTIA REALTY, LLC )
6820-B Commercial Drive )
Springfield, Virginia 22151 )

)
SERVE REGISTERED AGENT: )
CT CORPORATION SYSTEM )
4701 Cox Road )
Suite 301 )
Glen Allen, Virginia 23060 )

)
)

EYOB MAMO )
6820-B Commercial Drive )
Springfield, Virginia 22151 )

)
DAVID CALHOUN )
6820-B Commercial Drive )
Springfield, Virginia 22151 )

)

THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR MONEY DAMAGES
AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

The plaintiffs listed above, through undersigned counsel,

hereby file this Third Amended Complaint for Money Damages and

Injunctive Relief against the defendants listed above, pursuant to

Fed. R. Civ. P. 7(a)(1) and 15(a)(1)(A). As grounds for this Third

Amended Complaint, the plaintiffs state as follows:

JURISDICTION

1. Jurisdiction is proper in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C.

Sec. 1331, and 28 U.S.C. Sec. 1367(a).

THE PARTIES

2. The plaintiffs, Virginia or District of Columbia

corporations or limited liability companies, are Exxon and Shell
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3

gasoline station dealers located in northern Virginia and the

District of Columbia. Virtually all of the plaintiffs have been gas

station dealers for many years, and have established their gas

station businesses in their respective communities.

2A. Plaintiff SSS Enterprises, Inc. and plaintiff Syed A. Ali

own and operate Franconia Shell, 6117 Franconia Road, Alexandria

Virginia 22310, and have done so successfully from 1990 through

2009, when the defendants became the sole and exclusive wholesale

supplier of gasoline to the station, the landlord of the property,

and assumed responsibilities for maintenance and repair at the

station.

2B. Mishba, Inc. and plaintiff Syed A. Ali owned and operated

Landmark Shell, 6286 Little River Turnpike, Alexandria, Virginia

22312, starting in or around 1990. In 2011, the plaintiffs were

forced to turn over control of the station to the defendants, based

upon loss of revenue and business at the station, after the

defendants became the sole and exclusive wholesale supplier of

gasoline to the station, the landlord of the property, and assumed

responsibilities for maintenance and repair at the station in 2009.

2C. Wilford R. Bowes established Shirlington Shell as a Texaco

dealership in 1972, and converted the station to a Shell dealership

in 2002. Until the defendants obtained control of wholesale gas

distribution, property ownership, and maintenance and repairs, Mr.

Bowes was able to operate this station efficiently and profitably
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4

for almost forty (40) years.

2D. O&MK, Inc. and Nilo Mahmood own and operate K Shell Food

Mart, 4060 S. Four Mile Run Drive, Arlington, Virginia 22206. They

have owned and operated the station since 2001.

2E. Hily, Inc. and Syed S. Husain own and operate Mount Vernon

Shell, located at 8500 Richmond Highway, Alexandria, Virginia

22309. They have owned and operated the station since 1997.

2F. Global Trading Network, Ltd. and Surendra Jain own and

operate Hemkund Exxon, located at 4746 Lee Highway, Arlington,

Virginia 22207. They have done so since 1994.

2G. Global Trading Network, Ltd. and Surendra Jain own and

operate Broad Exxon, located at 400 W. Broad Street, Falls Church,

Virginia 22046. They have done so since 2000.

2H. Northern Virginia Oil Company, Inc. and Manjeet Jolly have

owned and operated Edsall Park Exxon, located at 6550 Edsall Road,

Alexandria, Virginia 22312, since around 2006.

2I. Franconia Square, LLC and Roland Joun have owned and

operated Franconia Shell, 6136 Franconia Road, Alexandria, Virginia

22310, since 2001.

2J. 6948 King, Inc. and Asif Mahmood have owned and operated

Hayfield Exxon, 6948 S. Kings Highway, Alexandria, Virginia 22310,

since 2007.

2K. AHZ of Chantilly, Inc. and Hisham Radwan have owned and

operated Briar Oaks Exxon, 12306 Lee Jackson Highway, Fairfax,
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Virginia 22033, since 2000.

2L. Bank Soil, Inc. and Brajendra Sharma have owned and

operated Vienna Exxon, 395 Maple Street East, Vienna, Virginia

22180, since 2010.

2M. PS & AS, Inc. and Raman Sethi have owned and operated

Seminary Plaza Exxon, 4550 Kenmore Ave., Alexandria, Virginia

22304, since 2006.

2N. Arlington Hillcrest, Inc. and Amrik Singh have owned and

operated Arlington Exxon, 4035 Old Dominion Drive, Arlington,

Virginia 22207, since 2007.

2O. Jeawan, Inc. and Navdeep Singh have owned and operated

Pinecrest Exxon, 6566 Little River Turnpike, Alexandria, Virginia

22312, since 2009.

2P. Van Dorn Auto Service, Inc., and Samrish Singh and Brad

Nachman, have owned and operated Van Dorn Exxon, 501 South Van Dorn

Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22304, since 2005.

2Q. Prime Auto, Inc., and Sokhom Samreth, have owned and

operated Woodlawn Shell, 8851 Richmond Highway, Alexandria,

Virginia 22309, since 2001.

2R. Metroil, Inc. and Roland Joun have owned and operated

Watergate Exxon, 2708 Virginia Ave., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20037,

since 2004

2S. Georgetown-Wisconsin, Inc. and Fadia Zakaria have owned

and operated Georgetown Exxon, 1601 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.,
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Washington, D.C. 20007, since 1998.

2T. Florida Ave., Inc. and Fadia Zakaria have owned and

operated Florida Ave. Exxon, 1 Florida Ave., N.E., Washington, D.C.

20002, since 2003.

2U. D.C. Oil, Inc. and Raj Gupta have owned and operated D.C.

Oil Exxon, 2150 M Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20037, since 2008.

2V. N&B Company, LLC and Nadia Akbari have owned and operated

Cleveland Park Exxon, 3535 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C.

2008, since 2009.

2W. Ahmad & Ahmad Enterprises, Inc. and Mahboob ‘Tony’ Ahmad

have owned and operated East Capitol Exxon, 4501 Benning Road,

N.E., Washington, D.C. 20019, since 1993.

2X. Ticut Corporation and Khondar Nasreen have owned and

operated Connecticut Exxon, 5030 Connecticut Ave., N.W.,

Washington, D.C. 20009, since 2009.

3. The corporate defendants are Delaware limited liability

companies and/or Delaware corporations, and are all engaged in the

business of wholesale gasoline sales, property ownership and

management, providing station maintenance and repairs to dealers,

among other duties and services, as well as retail gas station

ownership and management. They provide goods and services for their

own owned/ and/or controlled dealers as well as for direct retail

customers, who use these goods and services (i.e., gasoline, other

products, repairs to vehicles) in the Commonwealth of Virginia, in
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the District of Columbia, as well as in other states throughout the

United States, in activities which affect interstate commerce.

3A. Nova Petroleum Realty, LLC a/k/a and/or d/b/a Nova

Petroleum Realty, Inc., has its main office located at 6820-B

Commercial Drive, Springfield, Virginia 22151.

3B. Nova Petroleum Suppliers, LLC a/k/a or d/b/a Nova

Petroleum Suppliers, Inc., has its main office located at 6820-B

Commercial Drive, Springfield, Virginia 22151.

3C. Burke Petroleum Realty, LLC, has its main office located

at 6820-B Commercial Drive, Springfield, Virginia 22151.

3D. Mount Vernon Petroleum Realty, LLC, has its main office

located at 6820-B Commercial Drive, Springfield, Virginia 22151.

3E. Capitol Petroleum Group, LLC, has its main office located

at 6820-B Commercial Drive, Springfield, Virginia 22151.

3F. Anacostia Realty, LLC, has its main office located at

6820-B Commercial Drive, Springfield, Virginia 22151.

3G. Eyob ‘Joe’ Mamo is the Managing Member, Principal and/or

principal owner of the corporate defendants identified above. Mr.

Mamo has a significant role in participating in and directing the

affairs, policies and strategies of the corporate defendants

identified above. His business address is 6820-B Commercial Drive,

Springfield, Virginia 22151.

3H. David ‘Corky’ Calhoun is a senior executive and/or

representative of several if not all of the corporate defendants
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identified above. Mr. Calhoun has a role in directing the affairs,

policies and strategies of the corporate defendants identified

above. His business address is 6820-B Commercial Drive,

Springfield, Virginia 22151.

BACKGROUND

4. The plaintiffs are gas station dealers who own and operate

dealerships located in northern Virginia and the District of

Columbia.

5. The plaintiffs/dealers offer gas and related products to

their retail customers, and most of the dealers also have

garages/bays/lifts where they provide auto repair services. Some of

the dealers also have convenience stores within their stations.

6. Many of the dealers are foreign born, and are racial and/or

ethnic and/or religious minorities. These foreign born dealers

emigrated to the United States, arriving here with little assets.

7. Through their determination and hard work, they built their

respective gas station dealership businesses over many years.

8. The plaintiffs/dealers built their dealerships into

efficient and profitable businesses.

9. The plaintiffs/dealers invested and maintained much of

their resources and assets in their respective dealership

businesses.

10. The plaintiffs/dealers have and continue to provide

employment to many area residents, contribute to the revenue and
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tax base of their communities, as well as to northern Virginia, the

Commonwealth of Virginia, and the District of Columbia.

11. In 2008 and 2009, ExxonMobil Corporation and Shell Oil

Corporation informed its retail dealers of their intention to

divest all of their retail gas station holdings.

12. As part of this divestiture, ExxonMobil and Shell divested

themselves from the retail gas station market and business, and

began selling gas station properties and assigning franchise

agreements to gas distributors, or ‘jobbers’.

13. In the metropolitan District of Columbia area, including

northern Virginia, the District of Columbia, and southern Maryland,

ExxonMobil and Shell sold and/or transferred many dealer properties

and exclusive franchise/distribution agreements to the defendants

(hereinafter ‘the Mamo defendants’, including the individual

defendants) and other corporate entities owned and controlled by

defendant Eyob ‘Joe’ Mamo.

14. At this time, the Mamo defendants and their related

corporate entities have interests in approximately One Hundred and

Sixty (160) or more gas stations in the metropolitan District of

Columbia area, including but not limited to over Sixty (60) gas

stations in northern Virginia. Further, the Mamo defendants and

defendant Mamo own, control and/or have significant business

interests in over Seventy (70) gas stations in New York City.

15. As a result of the ExxonMobil and Shell divestiture and
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assignments, the Mamo defendants occupy the following positions or

status with the plaintiffs/dealers, and/or provide the following

goods and services to the plaintiffs/dealers. The Mamo defendants

are the:

(A) sole and exclusive source and distributor of gasoline and

related products and supplies to the plaintiffs/dealers;

(B) landlord for the respective properties where the

plaintiffs/dealers maintain their stations;

(C) source of repairs and maintenance where the

plaintiffs/dealers receive such services, pursuant to the assigned

franchise agreements;

(D) source through which the plaintiffs/dealers process their

credit card payments; and

(E) Competitors - the Mamo defendants own and operate retail

gasoline dealerships in northern Virginia and the metropolitan

District of Columbia area, either through direct ownership of such

dealerships, or through commission agents who operate the

dealerships under the control of the Mamo defendants.

16. Starting in 2009, continuing through present and into the

future, the Mamo defendants, upon their receiving the assignment of

agreements from ExxonMobil and Shell, have embarked upon and

engaged in a deliberate, intentional plan and scheme, in bad faith,

to extort the plaintiffs/dealers to turn over the keys of their

respective dealerships/properties to the Mamo defendants, by
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diminishing the revenues of the plaintiffs/dealers, ruining their

businesses, thus driving the plaintiffs/dealers out of business.

When the plaintiffs/dealers ask the Mamo defendants to modify their

practices to conform with industry custom and practice, and meet

the Mamo defendants obligations under their franchise agreements

with the plaintiffs so that the plaintiffs can sustain their

businesses, the Mamo defendants state that they will not change

their tactics and policies. The Mamo defendants tell the

plaintiffs/dealers that, if you don’t like these policies and

practices, turn over your keys and properties to the Mamo

defendants.

17. As a result, when the plaintiffs/dealers businesses are

ruined and are not financially viable because of the Mamo

defendants tactics and conduct, the Mamo defendants demand that the

dealerships ‘turn over the keys’ to the plaintiffs properties,

directly to the Mamo defendants, and/or the Mamo defendants

distribute the dealerships to commission dealers or possibly other

commercial entities, such as 7-Eleven Corporation, who function

under the control of the Mamo defendants, and on financial terms

highly favorable to the Mamo defendants.

18. The Mamo defendants have taken the following actions

against the plaintiffs/dealers in order to reduce the

plaintiffs/dealers revenues, ruin the plaintiffs businesses, then

demand that the plaintiffs turn over their property and dealerships
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to the Mamo defendants, and thereby extort the plaintiffs to turn

over their property to the Mamo defendants.

The Mamo Defendants Sell Gas To The Dealers At Prices The
Mamo Defendants Know Make The Plaintiffs Uncompetitive

19. The Mamo defendants deliberately, intentionally and

consistently sell gasoline to the plaintiffs/dealers at far above

the wholesale or ‘rack’ price, and at wholesale prices far above

what the Mamo defendants know other wholesalers sell to the

plaintiffs/dealers competitors. This practice by the Mamo

defendants is contrary to industry custom, practice and norm, where

wholesale distributors sell gas to dealers at prices which allow

dealers to earn a profit from retail gas sales because they can

remain price competitive with competing neighborhood and area gas

stations.

20. Accordingly, the plaintiffs/dealers are forced to set

their retail gas sales prices at amounts higher than their

surrounding competitors. As the Mamo defendants well know, the

plaintiffs/dealers must, for fundamental business reasons, set some

level of margin above the ‘rack’ price as part of their retail

price of gasoline.

21. As a result, customers are increasingly buying their gas

and related goods and services from the plaintiffs/dealers

neighborhood and area competitors, who are able to offer lower

retail gas prices. The plaintiffs have all lost 30-50% or more of

their volume of retail gas sales since the Mamo defendants received
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their assignments from ExxonMobil and Shell.

22. Further, with less customers buying gas at their stations,

the plaintiffs/dealers have inevitably experienced a decline in

their repair work and convenience store sales revenues because they

have fewer customers buying gas at their stations.

The Mamo Defendants Have Unreasonably Increased Rents
While Property Values Have Declined

23. Another element of the Mamo defendants deliberate,

intentional bad faith plan and scheme to ruin the

plaintiffs/dealers businesses and then acquire their

businesses/property has been the increase in rents imposed by the

Mamo defendants on the plaintiffs/dealers properties.

24. Since 2008 and 2009 and the divestiture/assignments, the

Mamo defendants have substantially increased rents, knowing full

well that: property values have declined since at least 2007, and

therefore higher rents are not justified by market conditions; and

that, due to the plaintiffs/dealers lost volume in gas sales and

related or other lost revenue, for reasons set forth above, the

plaintiffs have less revenue to pay the higher rents imposed by the

Mamo defendants.

The Mamo Defendants Do Not Respond Timely, If At All, To
Requests For Repairs And Maintenance

25. Virtually all of the Franchise Agreements and/or Lease

Agreements between the Memo defendants and the plaintiffs/dealers

require the Mamo defendants to provide repairs and maintenance to
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the plaintiffs/dealers.

26. The plaintiffs/dealers have received slow, if not a total

lack of response, from the Mamo defendants, when the plaintiffs

request repairs and maintenance, pursuant to their lease

agreements.

27. As a result, the plaintiffs lose further revenue when, for

example, garages/bays/lifts are inoperable, or other items such as

gas pumps do not work.

28. This is another element of the Mamo defendants deliberate,

intentional bad faith plan and scheme to ruin the

plaintiffs/dealers businesses, drive the plaintiffs out of business

by undermining the plaintiffs ability to generate revenue, and then

the Mamo defendants demand the plaintiffs turn over their

properties and dealerships.

The Mamo Defendants Deliver Gas To The Plaintiffs Arbitrarily,
And Not According To The Plaintiffs Needs

29. The Mamo defendants do not deliver gas to the

plaintiffs/dealers in an systematic, orderly manner, according to

the plaintiffs needs or with input from the plaintiffs.

30. Instead, the Mamo defendants dump the gas on the

plaintiffs arbitrarily, at the Mamo defendants convenience or whim,

without regard or concern about the needs of the

plaintiffs/dealers.

31. As soon as the Memo defendants dump whatever gas they

deliver, in whatever amounts they deem appropriate to the
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plaintiffs, the Mamo defendants immediately charge the plaintiffs

accounts for the delivered gas, often removing funds immediately

for gas deliveries that the plaintiffs have not ordered and/or do

not need.

The Mamo Defendants Float The Plaintiffs Credit Card Payments

32. As another part of the Mamo defendants deliberate and

intentional bad faith plan and scheme to ruin the plaintiffs

businesses, the Mamo defendants float the plaintiffs credit card

payments.

33. The plaintiffs/dealers send their credit card payments to

to Mamo defendants for processing.

34. Instead of a standard one to two day turnaround on these

credit card payments, the Mamo defendants often float the credit

card payments for three (3) or more days, thus retaining the funds

for themselves to make money/interest off the funds, while

depriving the plaintiffs of their moneys and property which are

properly theirs as the Mamo defendants ‘float’ the credit card

funds.

The Mamo Defendants Execute Their Bad Faith Scheme In Order
To Extort The Plaintiffs to ‘Turn Over the Keys’

35. Plaintiffs Ali and Mishba, Inc. successfully ran Landmark

Shell for eighteen (18) years before the Mamo defendants received

their assignment, etc., from Shell. The Mamo defendants

consistently charged Mr. Ali and Mishba 20-30 cents ‘above the
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rack’ for gas prices, did not respond to requests for repairs, and

floated credit card payments, sometimes for 6-7 days.

36. Eventually, Ali and Mishba allegedly fell behind on

payments owed to the defendants, as the Mamo defendants ruined

their business and drove their revenue down.

37. When plaintiffs Ali and Mishba asked to work the matter

out, after owning the dealership for over 20 years, the Mamo

defendants responded by stating that they would not change their

conduct and policies, and demanded that Ali and Mishba turn over

the keys to the dealership, thus demanding the plaintiffs property.

38. The Mamo defendants (Nova Petroleum Suppliers, Inc.) are

currently suing Ali and Mishba for a deficiency balance the Mamo

defendants claim is owed.

39. Plaintiffs Ali and SSS Enterprises, Inc. successfully ran

Franconia Shell for eighteen (18) years before the Mamo defendants

received their assignment, etc., from Shell. The Mamo defendants

consistently charged Mr. Ali and Franconia Shell 20-30 cents ‘above

the rack’ for gas prices, did not respond to requests for repairs,

and floated credit card payments, sometimes for 6-7 days.

40. Eventually, Ali and Franconia allegedly fell behind on

payments owed to the defendants, as the defendants forced their

revenue down through the tactics described above.

41. When plaintiffs Ali and Mishba asked to work the matter

out, after owning the dealership for over 20 years, the Mamo
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defendants responded by demanding that Ali and SSS turn over the

keys to the dealership, thus demanding their property.

42. Baig Oil, Inc. and Danish Baig bought West Side Exxon in

or around 2009, for approximately $500,000.00.

43. As soon as the Mamo defendants received their assignment

from ExxonMobil, they executed their bad faith scheme: substantial

‘over the rack’ wholesale pricing led to a 45% or more loss in gas

sales; the Mamo defendants arbitrarily dumped gas on West Side

Exxon; the Mamo defendants were not responsive to requests for

repairs; and the Mamo defendants raised the rent, while at the same

time using the tactics cited above to drive down revenues.

44. As a result of the Mamo defendants ‘over the rack’

pricing, customers of West Side Exxon came to the station and asked

Mr. Baig why its price of gas was higher than other Exxon dealers

in the area.

45. Mr. Baig explained to the Mamo defendants the revenue and

business challenges West Side Exxon was having as a result of the

Mamo defendants business practices.

46. The Mamo defendants responded by sending defendant

Calhoun, an employee/agent of the Mamo defendants, to see Mr. Baig.

Mr. Calhoun told Mr. Baig that the Mamo defendants wanted his

property, the station. Mr. Calhoun stated that, in fact, the

station was theirs (the Mamo defendants). Mr. Calhoun, on behalf of

defendant Burke Petroleum Realty, LLC, offered Mr. Baig around one-
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half of Baig’s purchase price, in order to buy the station.

47. Mr. Baig declined the offer, where Baig Oil would take a

substantial loss from the amount it paid for the station.

48. The Mamo defendants have now forced Mr. Baig to enter a

commission station agreement, on financial terms highly favorable

to the Mamo defendants and unfavorable to Baig Oil, where the Mamo

defendants practices and policies have brought financial

desperation and ruin to Baig Oil and West Side Exxon. In such a

commission dealer arrangement, Mr. Baig would lose the value of

his purchase of the dealership, and he would receive a nominal

commission and/or fee payment.

49. Further, in conjunction with Mr. Baig receiving the

commission dealership, defendant Calhoun and the Mamo defendants

have threatened and extorted Mr. Baig to remove Baig Oil, Inc. as

a plaintiff in this lawsuit. Defendant Calhoun informed Mr. Baig

that, to receive the commission dealership, that he and Baig Oil

must withdraw as a plaintiff in this lawsuit.

50. As another example of the Mamo defendants brazen conduct

in extorting the plaintiffs property from them, a man who

identified himself as Juan Maldonado of Harrison French &

Associates, Ltd., came the Mr. Baig’s station in August 2011. Mr.

Maldonado was there to conduct an assessment of the property, take

pictures and measurements of Mr. Baig’s dealership, in anticipation

of Mr. Baig turning over the keys to the Mamo defendants.
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51. The Mamo defendants had already made plans to license or

commission the dealership and/or the convenience store in the

dealership to 7-Eleven Corporation.

52. The Mamo defendants have already had their bad faith

scheme work as to plaintiff Samrish Singh, owner of Van Dorm Auto

Service, Inc.

53. Mr. Singh was the owner of IHSR, Inc. and Marlton Exxon,

located at 7625 Crain Highway, Upper Marlboro, Maryland 20772.

54. The Mamo defendants employed all the tactics reviewed

above: substantial ‘over the rack’ pricing on gasoline; arbitrary

gas deliveries; floating credit card payments; non-responsiveness

to requests for repairs; and increased rent.

55. As a result, Mr. Singh was forced to sell Marlton Exxon at

a substantial loss, based upon a previous offer for the station,

only after Mamo corporate interests demanded the keys to the

property.

56. The Mamo defendants are using the same tactics against Mr.

Singh at Van Dorn Exxon, where Mr. Singh, in response to the same

tactics, is considering selling the station at a considerable loss.

. 57. Wilford Bowes has successfully operated Shirlington Shell

(formerly Fairlington Texaco), for almost 40 years. The Mamo

defendants are using the same tactics against Shirlington Shell:

‘above the rack’ pricing (20-30 cents, as opposed to the 9-10 cents

charged by most jobbers), resulting in declining gas sales and
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revenue, arbitrary gas deliveries dumped on Shirlington Shell; late

responses to requests for repairs (broken lift and broken roof -

took defendants 4 months to respond); and credit card payments

floated for several days.

58. Manjeet Jolly operated Edsall Park Exxon successfully

prior to the divestiture and assignment. He is now challenged by

the same Mamo tactics: substantial ‘over the rack’ gas prices and

declining gas sales and revenue; arbitrary and erratic gas

deliveries - Mr. Jolly has no say in when gas is delivered; and

problems with obtaining a new lease proposal from the Mamo

defendants, when one is due.

59. Syed S. Husain of Mount Vernon Shell has been the

recipient of the same tactics from the Mamo defendants: a fifty

percent (50%) loss in sales as a result of the ‘over the rack’

wholesale gas prices (area competitors are charging lower prices);

the dumping of gas by the Mamo defendants; the Mamo defendants tell

him repairs are his responsibility; and unreasonable increases in

rent while the defendants are forcing lower revenues with their

tactics.

60. Asif Mahmood owns and has been operating Hayfield Exxon

since 2007. He experienced management under ExxonMobil, and after

the divestiture and assignments, management under the Mamo

defendants.

61. Mr. Mahmood has been confronted with the same tactics
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imposed by the Mamo defendants: substantial ‘over the rack’

pricing, resulting in lost sales; lack of responsiveness to

requests for repairs; and unrealistic increases in rents.

62. Mr. Mahmood investigated other Mamo stations and their

rack prices, and he discovered that the Mamo defendants are

charging as much as 45 cents or more to his station, as opposed to

the retail stations owned directly by the Mamo defendants.

63. Mr. Mahmood confronted Mr. Mamo directly in an e-mail on

May 11, 2011. In his e-mail, Mr. Mahmood commented on Mamo’s

failure to respond to his communications, that his station has two

repair bays with only one working lift, and that with the

decreasing amount of sales and revenues that he cannot afford the

increased rent.

64. Further, Mr. Mahmood stated that ‘I had 3 serious buyers

with money to buy stations and once they heard the properties are

owned by you, they left. They are worried you will raise the rent

and keep all the gas margins for yourself, well we all know you are

already doing that ... Rack is 3.37 today including taxes today,

you are selling today at 3.90 with taxes, that’s an awful big

amount of profit per gallon your making....’ (Asif Mahmood e-mail

to Joe Mamo, May 20, 2011, Attachment 1.)

65. Raj Gupta of D.C. Oil, Inc. has been significantly damaged

by the Mamo defendants tactics. Mr. Gupta formerly owned gas

stations in Virginia: West Side Gas (sold to Mr. Baig in July
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2010); Vienna Exxon (sold to Mr. Sharma in July 2010); Cedar Lane

Exxon in Merrifield, Virginia (sold in August 2010); and Laurel

Exxon in Laurel, Maryland (sold in July 2010).

66. Mr. Gupta was forced to sell all of these stations, at a

considerable loss, because of the Mamo defendants tactics and

business practices described above, and he devastating impact of

those practices on Mr. Gupta’s businesses.

67. Amrik Singh of Arlington Exxon has experienced the same

tactics imposed by the Mamo defendants: a fifty percent (50%) loss

in retail gas revenue based upon the ‘over the rack’ pricing; non-

responsiveness as to repairs; and a burdensome increase in rent as

the property value has declined and as overall station revenues.

68. When Mr. Singh sought to discuss these issues with the

Mamo defendants, their response to Mr. Singh was ‘turn over the

keys’, i.e., give us your property.

69. Raman Sethi has owned and operated Seminary Plaza Exxon

since 2006. He experienced management under ExxonMobil, and after

the divestiture and assignments, management under the Mamo

defendants.

70. Mr. Sethi has faced the same tactics imposed by the Mamo

defendants: substantial ‘over the rack’ pricing (20-30 cents),

resulting in uncompetitive gas prices with area competition and

lost sales (lost 20% of volume in sales); the arbitrary dumping of

gas by the Mamo defendants - Mr. Sethi has no say in gas
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deliveries; and a lack of responsiveness to requests for repairs.

71. Hishmam Radwan has owned and operated Briar Oaks Exxon

since 2000. He experienced management under ExxonMobil, and after

the divestiture, under the Mamo defendants.

72. As a result of the Mamo defendants significant ‘over the

rack’ pricing, Mr. Radwan has lost Fifty Percent (50%) of his

former volume of gas sales.

73. Mr. Radwan has observed that an Exxon dealership, owned by

the Mamo defendants, located less than one mile from his

dealership, offers gas for 20-25 cents less than the prices the

Mamo defendants force him to sell gas for.

74. The Mamo defendants arbitrarily deliver gas to Mr. Radwan,

often more gas than the station needs. Further, the Mamo defendants

demand payment for the gas within 48 hours of delivery.

75. The Mamo defendants float credit card payments as much as

4-5 days, before returning the funds to Briar Oaks Exxon.

76. The Mamo defendants have refused to offer Mr. Radwan a new

contract, and the Mamo defendants have informed him of their

intention to install a commission agent at the dealership.

77. Sokham Samreth has owned and operated Woodlawn Shell since

2001. Mr. Samreth has had the same issues with the Mamo defendants:

‘above the rack’ pricing, resulting in declining gas sales and

revenue; the arbitrary delivery and dumping of gas on the station;

a total lack of responsiveness to requests for repairs, forcing Mr.
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Samreth to pay for his own repairs; and credit card payments

floated by the Mamo defendants for 3-4 days.

78. The District of Columbia dealers have experienced the same

extortionate tactics from the Mamo defendants. Fadia Zakaria, Raj

Gupta, ‘Tony’ Ahmad, Khonder Nasreen and the other D.C. dealers

have all experienced ‘above the rack’ pricing of 30-35 cents or

more, resulting in gas sales losses of 45% or more; lost revenues

as a result of the high cost of wholesale gas; substantially

increased rents, not based on a formula as used by ExxonMobil, but

simply arbitrary high rent increases which ignore the decline in

property values and the decline in revenues, which are in fact the

result of the policies and practices of the Mamo defendants.

79. As a direct and proximate result of these tactics by the

Mamo defendants, all of the plaintiffs/dealers have suffered

significant financial losses in their respective dealership

businesses. Further, the defendants conduct constitutes a failure

of good faith and fair dealing by the defendants.

COUNT I - SHERMAN ACT ANTITRUST VIOLATION
Violation of 15 U.S.C. Sec. 2 - Attempted Monopolization
Of The Northern Virginia Product And Geographic Markets

80. The plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1-79

above.

81. The Mamo defendants, under the direction and leadership of

defendant Joe Mamo, have for the last several years engaged in a

deliberate, intentional scheme and plan to attempt to acquire a
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monopoly over the gas station/service station industry in the

northern Virginia area.

82 . The relevant product market at issue are gasoline sales,

service, repairs, and related services.

83. The relevant geographic market includes such gas stations

services in Fairfax County, Arlington County, the City of

Alexandria, all in northern Virginia.

84. The Mamo defendants and their related corporate entities

currently have interests in approximately One Hundred and Sixty

(160) or more gas stations in the metropolitan District of Columbia

area, including but not limited to over Sixty (60) gas stations in

the relevant geographic market in northern Virginia.

85. The Mamo defendants are the:

(A) sole and exclusive source and distributor of gasoline and

related products and supplies to the plaintiffs/dealers;

(B) landlord for the respective properties where the

plaintiffs/dealers maintain their stations;

(C) source of repairs and maintenance where the

plaintiffs/dealers receive such services, pursuant to the assigned

franchise agreements;

(D) source through which the plaintiffs/dealers process their

credit card payments through; and

(E) Competitors - the Mamo defendants own and operate retail

gasoline dealerships in northern Virginia, either through direct
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ownership of such dealerships, or through commission agents who

operate the dealerships under the control of the Mamo defendants

86. Accordingly, the Mamo defendants have inherent monopoly

power in that they have the power to control prices. Further, via

the use of their tactics against the plaintiffs, the Mamo

defendants also have inherent monopoly power because they can

exclude competition.

87. The Mamo defendants are exploiting and enhancing their

monopoly power by their anticompetitive tactics and actions,

including but not limited to their predatory pricing as to the cost

of wholesale gasoline, against the plaintiffs/dealers, with the

specific intent to render the plaintiffs uncompetitive, ruin the

plaintiffs businesses, thereby take over ownership and/or control

of the plaintiffs gas stations and businesses, and thus attempt to

monopolize the gas station market in northern Virginia.

88. These tactics include, but are not limited to the

following: systematic, organized, repeated pattern of policies and

practices: (A) substantial ‘over the rack’ pricing inconsistent

with industry custom and practice, which the Mamo defendants know

will result in decreased gas sales and decreased revenue for the

plaintiffs; (B) failure of the Mamo enterprises to respond to

requests for repairs and maintenance, resulting in decreased

revenues for the plaintiffs; (C) the arbitrary delivery or dumping

of gas by the Mamo defendants on the plaintiffs and the almost
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immediate demand for payment of such gas; (D) the unreasonable

raising of property rents when the Mamo defendants know that (i)

property values have been declining and (ii) the Mamo defendants,

and (E) the Mamo defendants holding and floating of the plaintiffs

credit card payments.

89. The Mamo defendants tactics are impermissibly exclusionary

under Section 2 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. Sec. 2. as the Mamo

defendants employ these tactics to attempt to monopolize.

90. The Mamo defendants predatory conduct is impairing and

undermining the plaintiffs opportunities to compete with their

neighborhood and area gas station competitors.

91. The Mamo defendants predatory conduct hinders and/or

restricts competition by making the plaintiffs dealerships unable

to compete regarding the price of gas, unable to provide efficient

auto repair service, and unable to compete because of the financial

pressures and decline that the Mamo defendants intentionally

inflict on the plaintiffs via the Mamo defendants tactics.

92. The Mamo defendants have intentionally, directly and

proximately caused antitrust injury to all of the northern Virginia

plaintiffs - the plaintiffs have a declining ability to compete in

their respective gasoline stations markets.

93. As a result of the plaintiffs inability to compete in

their markets, there is a decrease in competition in the markets.

94. Further, the Mamo defendants inflict these anticompetitive
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and predatory tactics on the plaintiffs to further the interests

and profits of the gas stations that the Mamo defendants own and

operate in the same relevant geographic market. The Mamo

defendants specifically intend to destroy competition, and to build

and enhance their monopoly.

95. The Mamo defendants already own or control over Sixty (60)

gas stations in northern Virginia. If the Mamo defendants predatory

and anticompetitive tactics remain unchecked, there is a dangerous,

indeed a likely probability that the Mamo defendants will continue

to accumulate ownership and control of even more dealerships in

northern Virginia, thereby expanding their attempted monopoly.

WHEREFORE, the plaintiffs seek the following relief, jointly

and severally, against the defendants:

A. Compensatory damages in an amount to be determined at

trial;

B. Treble damages;

C. Exemplary damages;

D. Divestiture of gas station interests;

E. Attorneys fees as allowed under 15 U.S.C. Sec. 2, et seq.;

F. Costs as allowed under 15 U.S.C. Sec. 2, et seq.;

G. Interest on any money judgment;

H. Injunctive relief to be determined at trial, including but

not limited to a Permanent Injunction requiring the Mamo defendants

to price wholesale gas consistent with industry custom and
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standards, promptly provide repair and maintenance per the

contracts with the plaintiffs, deliver gasoline and other products

in a manner coordinated with the needs and with input from the

plaintiffs, turn around credit card payments in a timely manner,

consistent with standard business practices; and set property rents

consistent with property market and general business circumstances;

I. Any other relief the Court deems just and proper.

COUNT II - SHERMAN ACT ANTITRUST VIOLATION
Violation of 15 U.S.C. Sec. 2 - Attempted Monopolization
Of The District of Columbia Product And Geographic Markets

96. The plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1-95

above.

97. The Mamo defendants, under the direction and leadership of

defendant Joe Mamo, have for the last several years engaged in a

deliberate, intentional scheme and plan to attempt to acquire a

monopoly over the gas station/service station industry in the

District of Columbia.

98. The relevant product market at issue are gasoline sales,

service, repairs, and related services.

99. The relevant geographic market includes such gas stations

services in the District of Columbia.

100. The Mamo defendants and their related corporate entities

currently have interests in approximately Sixty (60) or more gas

stations in the District of Columbia, representing approximately

60% or more of the gas stations in the relevant geographic market.
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185. The Mamo defendants are the:

(A) sole and exclusive source and distributor of gasoline and

related products and supplies to the plaintiffs/dealers;

(B) landlord for the respective properties where the

plaintiffs/dealers maintain their stations;

(C) source of repairs and maintenance where the

plaintiffs/dealers receive such services, pursuant to the assigned

franchise agreements;

(D) source through which the plaintiffs/dealers process their

credit card payments through; and

(E) Competitors - the Mamo defendants own and operate retail

gasoline dealerships in the District of Columbia area, either

through direct ownership of such dealerships, or through commission

agents who operate the dealerships under the control of the Mamo

defendants

101. Accordingly, the Mamo defendants have inherent monopoly

power in that they have the power to control prices. Further, via

the use of their tactics against the plaintiffs, the Mamo

defendants also have inherent monopoly power because they can

exclude competition.

102. The Mamo defendants are exploiting and enhancing their

monopoly power by their anticompetitive tactics and actions,

including but not limited to their predatory pricing as to the cost

of wholesale gasoline, against the plaintiffs/dealers, with the
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specific intent to render the plaintiffs uncompetitive, ruin the

plaintiffs businesses, thereby take over ownership and/or control

of the plaintiffs gas stations and businesses, and thus attempt to

monopolize the gas station market in the District of Columbia.

103. These tactics include, but are not limited to the

following: systematic, organized, repeated pattern of policies and

practices: (A) substantial ‘over the rack’ pricing inconsistent

with industry custom and practice, which the Mamo defendants know

will result in decreased gas sales and decreased revenue for the

plaintiffs; (B) failure of the Mamo enterprises to respond to

requests for repairs and maintenance, resulting in decreased

revenues for the plaintiffs; (C) the arbitrary delivery or dumping

of gas by the Mamo defendants on the plaintiffs and the almost

immediate demand for payment of such gas; (D) the unreasonable

raising of property rents when the Mamo defendants know that (i)

property values have been declining and (ii) the Mamo defendants,

and (E) the Mamo defendants holding and floating of the plaintiffs

credit card payments.

104. The Mamo defendants tactics are impermissibly

exclusionary under Section 2 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. Sec. 2.

as the Mamo defendants employ these tactics to attempt to

monopolize.

105. The Mamo defendants predatory conduct is impairing and

undermining the plaintiffs opportunities to compete with their
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neighborhood and area gas station competitors.

106. The Mamo defendants predatory conduct hinders and/or

restricts competition by making the plaintiffs dealerships unable

to compete regarding the price of gas, unable to provide efficient

auto repair service, and unable to compete because of the financial

pressures and decline that the Mamo defendants intentionally

inflict on the plaintiffs via the Mamo defendants tactics.

107. The Mamo defendants have intentionally, directly and

proximately caused antitrust injury to all of the District of

Columbia plaintiffs - the plaintiffs have a declining ability to

compete in their respective gasoline stations markets.

108. As a result of the plaintiffs inability to compete in

their markets, there is a decrease in competition in the markets.

109. Further, the Mamo defendants inflict these

anticompetitive and predatory tactics on the plaintiffs to further

the interests and profits of the gas stations that the Mamo

defendants own and operate in the same relevant geographic market.

The Mamo defendants specifically intend to destroy competition, and

to build and enhance their monopoly.

110. As further evidence of the Mamo defendants intention to

monopolize the relevant geographic market, the Mamo defendants have

recently purchased controlling interests in approximately four (4)

BP gas dealerships, and three (3) Crown gas station dealerships,

located in the District of Columbia. Moreover, the Mamo defendants
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sell gas at wholesale prices to these Mamo dealerships at prices

below what the sell wholesale gas to the District of Columbia

plaintiffs, in the Mamo defendants attempt to monopolize the

relevant geographic market and undermine the gas sales of the

District of Columbia plaintiffs.

111. The Mamo defendants already own or control over Sixty

(60) gas stations in the District of Columbia, or over 60% of the

gas stations located in the relevant geographic market. If the Mamo

defendants predatory and anticompetitive tactics remain unchecked,

there is a dangerous, indeed a likely probability that the Mamo

defendants will continue to accumulate ownership and control of

even more dealerships, thereby expanding its attempted monopoly in

the District of Columbia.

WHEREFORE, the plaintiffs seek the following relief, jointly

and severally, against the defendants:

A. Compensatory damages in an amount to be determined at

trial;

B. Treble damages;

C. Exemplary damages;

D. Divestiture of gas station interests;

E. Attorneys fees as allowed under 15 U.S.C. Sec. 2, et seq.;

F. Costs as allowed under 15 U.S.C. Sec. 2, et seq.;

G. Interest on any money judgment;

H. Injunctive relief to be determined at trial, including but
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not limited to a Permanent Injunction requiring the Mamo defendants

to price wholesale gas consistent with industry custom and

standards, promptly provide repair and maintenance per the

contracts with the plaintiffs, deliver gasoline and other products

in a manner coordinated with the needs and with input from the

plaintiffs, turn around credit card payments in a timely manner,

consistent with standard business practices; and set property rents

consistent with property market and general business circumstances;

I. Any other relief the Court deems just and proper.

COUNT III - ROBINSON-PATMAN PRICE DISCRIMINATION ACT
Violation of 15 U.S.C. Sec. 2(a) - Clayton Act,

As Amended, 15 U.S.C. Sec. 13(a) - Price Discrimination

112. The plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1-111

above.

113. The Mamo defendants, under the direction and leadership

of defendant Joe Mamo, have also pursued their anticompetitive and

predatory practices against the plaintiffs be selling the wholesale

gasoline at higher prices to the plaintiffs, as opposed to

dealerships which the Mamo defendants own or control through

commission/fee agents.

114. For example, Mr. Mahmood investigated other stations

directly owned by the Mamo defendants, and he discovered that the

Mamo defendants are charging as much as 45 cents more to Mr.

Mahmood than the retail stations owned directly by the Mamo

defendants.
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115. All of the other plaintiffs have experienced the same

price discrimination: the Mamo defendants sell the wholesale gas at

amounts significantly lower to their own owned/controlled stations,

and sell the wholesale gas at much higher prices to the plaintiffs.

116. The gasoline sold by the Mamo defendants to their own

owned/controlled station is of the same grade and quality as the

gas sold to the plaintiffs.

117. The Mamo defendants discriminate in the price of gas sold

to the plaintiffs intentionally, in order to force the plaintiffs

to sell their retail gas at a higher and uncompetitive amount, thus

reducing their sales volume and revenues.

118. At the same time, the Mamo defendants owned/controlled

stations remain price competitive because of the lower wholesale

gas amount charged by the Mamo defendants.

119. As a result of these practices by the Mamo defendants,

the price discrimination has had a prohibited effect on competition

- all of the plaintiffs have experienced 30-50% or more in lost gas

volume sales, and with less customers buying gas, there has been a

decline in the revenues from auto repairs, the convenience stores,

and the other goods and services offered by the plaintiffs.

120. Accordingly, the plaintiffs have suffered antitrust

injury and damages directly and proximately from this price

discrimination - the plaintiffs have a declining ability to compete

in their respective gasoline stations markets.
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121. Further, the gas price sales in question by and among the

Mamo defendants and its owned/controlled stations, as well as the

plaintiffs, were made and were part of the flow of interstate

commerce.

WHEREFORE, the plaintiffs seek the following relief, jointly

and severally, against the defendants:

A. Compensatory damages in an amount to be determined at

trial;

B. Treble damages;

C. Exemplary damages;

D. Divestiture of gas station interests;

E. Attorneys fees as allowed under 15 U.S.C. Sec. 2, et seq.;

F. Costs as allowed under 15 U.S.C. Sec. 2, et seq.;

G. Interest on any money judgment;

H. Injunctive relief to be determined at trial, including but

not limited to a Permanent Injunction requiring the Mamo defendants

to price wholesale gas consistent with industry custom and

standards, promptly provide repair and maintenance per the

contracts with the plaintiffs, deliver gasoline and other products

in a manner coordinated with the needs and with input from the

plaintiffs, turn around credit card payments in a timely manner,

consistent with standard business practices; and set property rents

consistent with property market and general business circumstances;

I. Any other relief the Court deems just and proper.
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COUNT IV - SHERMAN ACT ANTITRUST VIOLATION
Violation of 15 U.S.C. Sec. 2 - Monopolization Of The
The Northern Virginia Product And Geographic Markets

122. The plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1-21

above.

123. The Mamo defendants, under the direction and leadership

of defendant Joe Mamo, have for the last several years engaged in

a deliberate, intentional scheme and plan to willfully acquire a

monopoly over the gas station/service station industry in the

northern Virginia area.

124. The defendants willful acquisition and maintenance of

that power has not been a product of business growth or

development, or a consequence of superior business acumen or

historic accident.

125. The relevant product market at issue are gasoline sales,

service, repairs, and related services.

126. The relevant geographic market includes such gas stations

services in Fairfax County, Arlington County, the City of

Alexandria, all in northern Virginia.

127. The Mamo defendants and their related corporate entities

currently have interests in approximately One Hundred and Sixty

(160) or more gas stations in the metropolitan District of Columbia

area, including but not limited to over Sixty (60) gas stations in

the relevant geographic market in northern Virginia.

128. The Mamo defendants are the:
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(A) sole and exclusive source and distributor of gasoline and

related products and supplies to the plaintiffs/dealers;

(B) landlord for the respective properties where the

plaintiffs/dealers maintain their stations;

(C) source of repairs and maintenance where the

plaintiffs/dealers receive such services, pursuant to the assigned

franchise agreements;

(D) source through which the plaintiffs/dealers process their

credit card payments through; and

(E) Competitors - the Mamo defendants own and operate retail

gasoline dealerships in northern Virginia, either through direct

ownership of such dealerships, or through commission agents who

operate the dealerships under the control of the Mamo defendants

129. Accordingly, the Mamo defendants have inherent monopoly

power in that they have the power to control prices. Further, via

the use of their tactics against the plaintiffs, the Mamo

defendants also have inherent monopoly power because they can

exclude competition.

130. The Mamo defendants are exploiting and enhancing their

monopoly power by their anticompetitive tactics and actions,

including but not limited to their predatory pricing as to the cost

of wholesale gasoline, against the plaintiffs/dealers, with the

specific intent to render the plaintiffs uncompetitive, ruin the

plaintiffs businesses, thereby take over ownership and/or control
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of the plaintiffs gas stations and businesses, and thus the Mamo

defendants have come to monopolize the gas station market in

northern Virginia.

131. These tactics include, but are not limited to the

following: systematic, organized, repeated pattern of policies and

practices: (A) substantial ‘over the rack’ pricing inconsistent

with industry custom and practice, which the Mamo defendants know

will result in decreased gas sales and decreased revenue for the

plaintiffs; (B) failure of the Mamo enterprises to respond to

requests for repairs and maintenance, resulting in decreased

revenues for the plaintiffs; (C) the arbitrary delivery or dumping

of gas by the Mamo defendants on the plaintiffs and the almost

immediate demand for payment of such gas; (D) the unreasonable

raising of property rents when the Mamo defendants know that (i)

property values have been declining and (ii) the Mamo defendants,

and (E) the Mamo defendants holding and floating of the plaintiffs

credit card payments.

132. The Mamo defendants tactics are impermissibly

exclusionary under Section 2 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. Sec. 2.

as the Mamo defendants employ these tactics as they monopolize the

relevant geographic and product markets.

133. The Mamo defendants predatory conduct has impaired and

undermined the plaintiffs opportunities to compete with their

neighborhood and area gas station competitors.
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134. The Mamo defendants predatory conduct hinders and/or

restricts competition by making the plaintiffs dealerships unable

to compete regarding the price of gas, unable to provide efficient

auto repair service, and unable to compete because of the financial

pressures and decline that the Mamo defendants intentionally

inflicted on the plaintiffs via the Mamo defendants tactics.

135. The Mamo defendants have intentionally, directly and

proximately caused antitrust injury to all of the northern Virginia

plaintiffs - the plaintiffs have a declining ability to compete in

their respective gasoline stations markets.

136. As a result of the plaintiffs inability to compete in

their markets, there is a decrease in competition in the markets.

137. Further, the Mamo defendants inflict these

anticompetitive and predatory tactics on the plaintiffs to further

the interests and profits of the gas stations that the Mamo

defendants own and operate in the same relevant geographic market.

The Mamo defendants specifically intend to destroy competition, and

to build and enhance their monopoly.

138. The Mamo defendants already own or control over Sixty

(60) gas stations in northern Virginia. If the Mamo defendants

predatory and anticompetitive tactics remain unchecked, there is a

dangerous, indeed a likely probability that the Mamo defendants

will continue to accumulate ownership and control of even more

dealerships in northern Virginia, thereby expanding their attempted
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monopoly.

WHEREFORE, the plaintiffs seek the following relief, jointly

and severally, against the defendants:

A. Compensatory damages in an amount to be determined at

trial;

B. Treble damages;

C. Exemplary damages;

D. Divestiture of gas station interests;

E. Attorneys fees as allowed under 15 U.S.C. Sec. 2, et seq.;

F. Costs as allowed under 15 U.S.C. Sec. 2, et seq.;

G. Interest on any money judgment;

H. Injunctive relief to be determined at trial, including but

not limited to a Permanent Injunction requiring the Mamo defendants

to price wholesale gas consistent with industry custom and

standards, promptly provide repair and maintenance per the

contracts with the plaintiffs, deliver gasoline and other products

in a manner coordinated with the needs and with input from the

plaintiffs, turn around credit card payments in a timely manner,

consistent with standard business practices; and set property rents

consistent with property market and general business circumstances;

I. Any other relief the Court deems just and proper.

COUNT V - SHERMAN ACT ANTITRUST VIOLATION

Violation of 15 U.S.C. Sec. 2 - Monopolization Of The
District of Columbia Product And Geographic Markets

139. The plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1-138
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above.

140. The Mamo defendants, under the direction and leadership

of defendant Joe Mamo, have for the last several years engaged in

a deliberate, intentional scheme and plan to willfully acquire a

monopoly over the gas station/service station industry in the

District of Columbia.

141. The relevant product market at issue are gasoline sales,

service, repairs, and related services.

142. The relevant geographic market includes such gas stations

services in the District of Columbia.

143. The Mamo defendants and their related corporate entities

currently have interests in approximately Sixty (60) or more gas

stations in the District of Columbia, representing approximately

60% or more of the gas stations in the relevant geographic market.

144. The Mamo defendants are the:

(A) sole and exclusive source and distributor of gasoline and

related products and supplies to the plaintiffs/dealers;

(B) landlord for the respective properties where the

plaintiffs/dealers maintain their stations;

(C) source of repairs and maintenance where the

plaintiffs/dealers receive such services, pursuant to the assigned

franchise agreements;

(D) source through which the plaintiffs/dealers process their

credit card payments through; and
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(E) Competitors - the Mamo defendants own and operate retail

gasoline dealerships in the District of Columbia area, either

through direct ownership of such dealerships, or through commission

agents who operate the dealerships under the control of the Mamo

defendants

145. Accordingly, the Mamo defendants have inherent monopoly

power in that they have the power to control prices. Further, via

the use of their tactics against the plaintiffs, the Mamo

defendants also have inherent monopoly power because they can

exclude competition.

146. The Mamo defendants are exploiting and enhancing their

monopoly power by their anticompetitive tactics and actions,

including but not limited to their predatory pricing as to the cost

of wholesale gasoline, against the plaintiffs/dealers, with the

specific intent to render the plaintiffs uncompetitive, ruin the

plaintiffs businesses, thereby take over ownership and/or control

of the plaintiffs gas stations and businesses, and thus the Mamo

defendants have come to monopolize the gas station market in the

District of Columbia.

147. These tactics include, but are not limited to the

following: systematic, organized, repeated pattern of policies and

practices: (A) substantial ‘over the rack’ pricing inconsistent

with industry custom and practice, which the Mamo defendants know

will result in decreased gas sales and decreased revenue for the
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plaintiffs; (B) failure of the Mamo enterprises to respond to

requests for repairs and maintenance, resulting in decreased

revenues for the plaintiffs; (C) the arbitrary delivery or dumping

of gas by the Mamo defendants on the plaintiffs and the almost

immediate demand for payment of such gas; (D) the unreasonable

raising of property rents when the Mamo defendants know that (i)

property values have been declining and (ii) the Mamo defendants,

and (E) the Mamo defendants holding and floating of the plaintiffs

credit card payments.

148. The Mamo defendants tactics are impermissibly

exclusionary under Section 2 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. Sec. 2.

as the Mamo defendants employ these tactics as they monopolize the

relevant geographic and product markets.

149. The Mamo defendants predatory conduct is impairing and

undermining the plaintiffs opportunities to compete with their

neighborhood and area gas station competitors.

150. The Mamo defendants predatory conduct hinders and/or

restricts competition by making the plaintiffs dealerships unable

to compete regarding the price of gas, unable to provide efficient

auto repair service, and unable to compete because of the financial

pressures and decline that the Mamo defendants intentionally

inflict on the plaintiffs via the Mamo defendants tactics.

151. The Mamo defendants have intentionally, directly and

proximately caused antitrust injury to all of the District of
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Columbia plaintiffs - the plaintiffs have a declining ability to

compete in their respective gasoline stations markets.

152. As a result of the plaintiffs inability to compete in

their markets, there is a decrease in competition in the markets.

153 Further, the Mamo defendants inflict these anticompetitive

and predatory tactics on the plaintiffs to further the interests

and profits of the gas stations that the Mamo defendants own and

operate in the same relevant geographic market. The Mamo defendants

specifically intend to destroy competition, and to build and

enhance their monopoly.

154. As further evidence of the Mamo defendants intention to

monopolize the relevant geographic market, the Mamo defendants have

recently purchased controlling interests in approximately four (4)

BP gas dealerships, and three (3) Crown gas station dealerships,

located in the District of Columbia. Moreover, the Mamo defendants

sell gas at wholesale prices to these Mamo dealerships at prices

below what the sell wholesale gas to the District of Columbia

plaintiffs, in the Mamo defendants monopolization of the relevant

geographic market and undermine the gas sales of the District of

Columbia plaintiffs.

155. The Mamo defendants already own or control over Sixty

(60) gas stations in the District of Columbia, or over 60% of the

gas stations located in the relevant geographic market. If the Mamo

defendants predatory and anticompetitive tactics remain unchecked,
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there is a dangerous, indeed a likely probability that the Mamo

defendants will continue to accumulate ownership and control of

even more dealerships, thereby expanding the defendants monopoly in

the District of Columbia.

WHEREFORE, the plaintiffs seek the following relief, jointly

and severally, against the defendants:

A. Compensatory damages in an amount to be determined at

trial;

B. Treble damages;

C. Exemplary damages;

D. Divestiture of gas station interests;

E. Attorneys fees as allowed under 15 U.S.C. Sec. 2, et seq.;

F. Costs as allowed under 15 U.S.C. Sec. 2, et seq.;

G. Interest on any money judgment;

H. Injunctive relief to be determined at trial, including but

not limited to a Permanent Injunction requiring the Mamo defendants

to price wholesale gas consistent with industry custom and

standards, promptly provide repair and maintenance per the

contracts with the plaintiffs, deliver gasoline and other products

in a manner coordinated with the needs and with input from the

plaintiffs, turn around credit card payments in a timely manner,

consistent with standard business practices; and set property rents

consistent with property market and general business circumstances;

I. Any other relief the Court deems just and proper.
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COUNT VI - PETROLEUM MARKETING PRACTICES ACT
Violation Of 15 U.S.C. Sec. 2801 et seq.

156. The plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1-155

above. This cause of action is brought by plaintiff Syed A. Ali.

157. In the face of the Mamo defendants bad faith tactics and

practices reviewed above, all designed to diminish the plaintiffs

revenues, Mr. Ali and Franconia International Shell struggled to

meet its obligations, and otherwise remain profitable and solvent.

158. Following on its plan and scheme to demand the keys to

stations and obtain the plaintiffs properties through extortion,

defendant Nova Petroleum Suppliers, LLC sent Mr. Ali a letter dated

August 17, 2011, claiming that Mr. Ali had: failed to exert good

faith efforts to carry out the provisions of the franchise;

repeated untimely payment; and failure to maintain sufficient

amounts of motor fuel at the Property for retail sale. The letter

demanded that Mr. Ali turn over the station to the Mamo defendants.

159. In fact, Mr. Ali had successfully and in good faith owned

and operated the station for 20 years, until the Mamo defendants

instituted its policies and practices intended and designed to ruin

the plaintiffs and Mr. Ali’s businesses.

160. Even under the Mamo defendants, Mr. Ali valiantly, in

good faith and with dedication tried to make his business succeed.

161. The claim of untimely payments was false as well, given

that it was the scheme and plan of the Mamo defendants to diminish

Mr. Ali’s revenues that was the cause of late payments, if any.
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162. Further, the alleged failure to maintain sufficient

amounts of motor fuel was directly attributable to the Mamo

defendants, who after driving down Mr. Ali’s revenues, would not

deliver gas in the alleged absence of resources to pay for the gas.

163. The Mamo defendants actions in terminating the franchise

were in bad faith, and were intended by the Mamo defendants to be

in direct contravention of 15 U.S.C. Sec. 2801 et seq., the

Petroleum Marketing Practices Act (‘PMPA’).

164. Under the PMPA, franchisors are prohibited from

terminating a franchise agreement for any reason other than those

specified under the PMPA, 15 U.S.C. Secs. 2802 and 2804.

165. In this instance, the Mamo defendants sought to terminate

Mr. Ali’s franchise pursuant to its plan and scheme to extort and

obtain the plaintiffs properties and businesses.

166. Moreover, on August 17, 2011, Mr. Ali was in receipt of

a Statement from defendant Nova Petroleum Suppliers, LLC, stating

that, on August 17, 2011, Mr. Ali actually had a credit of

$7,095.64 with Nova.

167. Further, around this time, Hope Gardepe of the Mamo

defendants informed Mr. Ali that, if he tendered $10,000.00, the

Mamo defendants would supply gas to the station, and would consider

making Mr. Ali a commission dealer.

168. Mr. Ali delivered a cashier’s check for $10,000.00 to the

Mamo defendants in or around August 2011.
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169. After receipt of the $10,000.00 check from Mr. Ali, the

Mamo defendants sent their August 17, 2011 termination letter to

Mr. Ali. The Mamo defendants bad faith plan was complete.

WHEREFORE, the plaintiffs seek the following relief, jointly

and severally, against the defendants:

A. Compensatory damages in an amount to be determined at

trial;

B. Exemplary damages;

C. Attorneys fees;

D. Costs;

E. Interest on any money judgment;

F. Permanent injunctive relief enjoining the Mamo defendants

from terminating Mr. Ali’s Franconia franchise;

G. Any other relief the Court deems just and proper.

COUNT VII - BREACH OF CONTRACT

170. The plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1-169

above.

171. As part of the divestiture, Exxon/Mobil and Shell

assigned various Franchise Agreements and/or other similar

contracts and agreements (‘the Agreements’) to the Mamo defendants.

These Agreements contain provisions and terms requiring and

obligating the Mamo defendants to provide prompt repair and

maintenance services to the plaintiffs/dealers. In some instances,

the Mamo defendants have entered into new Agreements and/or leases
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with the plaintiffs/dealers, requiring the Mamo defendants to

provide maintenance and repairs to the plaintiffs/dealers. (See

i.e., Station Lease, Nova Petroleum Realty, LLC and Wilford R.

Bowes, Para. 16, p. 7, Attachment 2; Station Lease, Nova Petroleum

Realty, LLC and Hily, Inc., Para. 16, p. 7, Attachment 3; Franchise

Agreement, Arlington Hillcrest, pp. 6-9, Attachment 4; Franchise

Agreement, PS & AS, Inc., pp. 6-9, Attachment 5; Station Lease,

Mount Vernon Realty, LLC and Van Dorn Auto Service, Para. 16, p. 6

Attachment 6; Franchise Agreement, 6948 King, Inc., pp. 6-9,

Attachment 7.)

172. The Mamo defendants have various agreements and contracts

with the plaintiffs/dealers whereby the Mamo defendants are legally

required and obligated to provide repair and maintenance services

to the plaintiffs/dealers.

173. The Mamo defendants have breached their contractual

duties and obligations to the plaintiffs/dealers by either

significantly delaying their response to the plaintiffs requests

for maintenance/repairs, or failing to respond at all to requests

for maintenance/repairs.

174. As a result, the plaintiffs have often had inoperable

bays/lifts, gas pumps and other equipment and machinery, and the

structures to the stations, unworkable and broken.

175. Accordingly, the plaintiffs have suffered money damages

from the Mamo defendants repeated breaches of contract,
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particularly where the plaintiffs have lost revenue from inoperable

and broken machinery and equipment.

WHEREFORE, the plaintiffs seek the following relief, jointly

and severally, against the defendants:

A. Compensatory damages in amounts to be determined at trial;

B. Attorneys fees incurred in this matter;

C. Costs incurred in this matter;

D. Interest on any money judgment;

E. Any other relief the Court deems just and proper.

COUNT VIII - VIRGINIA PETROLEUM FRANCHISE ACT
Violation Of Va. Code Ann. Sec. 59.1-21.16:2

176. The plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1-175

above. Count X is filed by plaintiffs Van Dorn Auto Service, Inc.,

AHZ of Chantilly, Inc., and Jeawan, Inc.

177. Van Dorn Auto Service, Inc. and Samrish Singh own and

operate an Exxon station located at 501 South Van Dorn Street,

Alexandria, Virginia 22304.

178. Upon information and belief, the defendants have

established a fee/commission agent operator of an Exxon gas station

(Lincolnia Exxon), located at 6261 Little River Turnpike,

Alexandria, Virginia 22312.

179. Lincolnia Exxon is less than one mile from Van Dorn

Exxon.

180. AHZ of Chantilly, Inc. and Hisham Radwan own and
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operate Briar Oaks Exxon, located at 12306 Lee Jackson Highway,

Fairfax, Virginia 22033.

181. Upon information and belief, the defendants have

established a fee/commission agent operator of an Exxon gas station

located at 13000 Fairlakes Shopping Center, Fairfax, Virginia

22033.

182. This commission station is less than 1.5 miles from Briar

Oaks Exxon.

183. Jeawan, Inc. and Navdeep Singh have owned and operated

Pinecrest Exxon, 6566 Little River Turnpike, Alexandria, Virginia

22312, since 2009.

184. Upon information and belief, the defendants have

established fee/commission agent operators of both Shell and Exxon

gas station in and around Pinecrest Exxon, within one and one-half

miles of Pinecrest Exxon. .

185. Upon information and belief, Van Dorn Auto Service, AHZ

of Chantilly, and Jeawan, Inc. have all registered their franchised

service station dealerships Virginia Department of Agriculture and

Consumer Affairs.

186. Pursuant to Va. Ann. Code Sec. 59.1-21.16:2(A), no

refiner or its assigns shall operate a commissioned dealership

within one and one-half miles of any franchised dealership.

187. In these three instances, the defendants are in violation

of the restriction of Sec. 59.1-21.16:2(A).
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188. Upon information and belief, the defendants have

established commission dealerships within one and one half miles of

each of the plaintiffs’ stations.

WHEREFORE, the plaintiffs seek the following relief, jointly

and severally, against the defendants:

A. Compensatory damages in amounts to be determined at trial;

B. Disgorgement of profits by the defendants;

C. Liquidated damages of $10,000.00 (or $20,000.00 total) for

each of the plaintiffs named above;

D. Reasonable attorney’s fees incurred in this matter;

E. Costs incurred in this matter;

F. Interest on any money judgment;

G. A Permanent Injunction enjoining the defendants from

violating any aspect of Sec. 59.1-21.12:2; and

H. Any other relief the Court deems just and proper.

REQUEST FOR JURY TRIAL

The Plaintiffs hereby request a trial by a jury in this

matter.
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Respectfully submitted,

-s-
Peter L. Goldman
Va. Bar No. 39449
O’REILLY & MARK, P.C.
524 King Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
(703) 684-6476 (o)
(703) 549-3335 (f)
pgoldmanatty@aol.com

Counsel for Plaintiffs

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this 2nd day of February, 2012, a copy
of the plaintiffs’ Third Amended Complaint was via ECF on
defendants’ counsel, John M. Luchak, Esq. Bassman, Mitchell &
Alfano, Chtd., 1707 L Street, N.W., Suite 560, Washington, D.C.
20036.

-s
Peter L. Goldman
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